
 

 

 

 

  

      



  

 

Introduction: 

The growing number of projects in the blockchain has made it apparent that 

there is a big need for developers, designers, content creators, marketers and 

just about any other kind of job that would be needed for a traditional company, 

except for people who have familiarity with the blockchain. 

The market has been, thus far, unable to keep up with that demand.  

There is an ongoing and growing search for a very specific kind of freelancer. One 

that not only conforms to traditional standards, but also who is familiar and 

skilled enough to be able to work on projects having to do with the blockchain. 

Even if the popularity of Bitcoin, Ethereum and the blockchain cannot possibly be 

denied, it would also be fair to say that a lot of people only have surface-level 

knowledge about what the possibilities of it are, much less know how to work 

with it. 

With that said, the imminent and seemingly-unstoppable dominance of 

blockchain technologies will make it a necessity for anyone who wants to be 

working on exciting and dynamic projects to learn to work deeply and 

intrinsically with blockchain technologies. 

At this point in time, however, there is a whole lot more of demand than there is 

supply of this kind of talent and we believe that we have a good solution to this 

particular problem. 

We will give an example, many of which can be currently found and are talked 

about in blockchain/cryptocurrency circles and communities.  

The need of this kind of blockchain-savvy digital worker cannot be overstated 

and it would be wise to provide both project-owners and freelancers with an 



  

 

environment that they can use in order to know exactly where to go if they are in 

need of getting their blockchain projects done or if they want to work on them. 

Example: 

A particularly pervasive example at the moment would be that of web developers 

who can work with the blockchain. The need for this kind of specialized 

developer is so big, that it has been talked about in numerous websites and 

forums.  

Here are just 5 quick references: 

1. Desperately Seeking Devs: How to Fill Bitcoin's Talent Shortage 

https://www.coindesk.com/call-bitcoin-developers/ 

2. Dubai Hosts Government-Backed Graduation of Ethereum Blockchain 

Developers  

https://cointelegraph.com/news/dubai-hosts-government-backed-

graduation-of-ethereum-blockchain-developers 

3. Bank of America, Visa, Looking for Ethereum Developers to Build New 

Payment Systems 

http://www.trustnodes.com/2017/07/29/bank-america-visa-looking-

ethereum-developers-build-new-payment-systems 

4. The Blockchain Is in Desperate Need of Freelancers: 

http://blog.varnzen.com/51999-the-blockchain/86413-the-blockchain-is-

in-desperate-need-of-freelancers 

5. Bitcoin-Related Jobs Booming Along With Bitcoin 

https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-related-jobs-booming-along-with-

bitcoin 

 

https://www.coindesk.com/call-bitcoin-developers/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/dubai-hosts-government-backed-graduation-of-ethereum-blockchain-developers
https://cointelegraph.com/news/dubai-hosts-government-backed-graduation-of-ethereum-blockchain-developers
http://www.trustnodes.com/2017/07/29/bank-america-visa-looking-ethereum-developers-build-new-payment-systems
http://www.trustnodes.com/2017/07/29/bank-america-visa-looking-ethereum-developers-build-new-payment-systems
http://blog.varnzen.com/51999-the-blockchain/86413-the-blockchain-is-in-desperate-need-of-freelancers
http://blog.varnzen.com/51999-the-blockchain/86413-the-blockchain-is-in-desperate-need-of-freelancers
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-related-jobs-booming-along-with-bitcoin
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-related-jobs-booming-along-with-bitcoin


  

 

As you can visibly tell, the need for this kind of developer is enormous. So much 

so, that a lot of them have opted not to take on projects because they can afford 

to do so. 

So, if you wanted to create your own blockchain-related project, but you don’t 

yet have millions in the bank to pay for the talent necessary to do so, that’s pretty 

much the end of the road for you.  

Either you become a developer yourself -which would take hundreds or 

thousands of hours- or you call it a day and simply you don’t go ahead with your 

project. 

That is pretty much a tragic state of affairs, because it means that there are 

currently a lot of ideas that will not get to exist simple because of the shortage of 

this kind of specialized knowledge. 

It would be fair to say that, among all of the ideas that currently don’t get made, 

at least one of them has the potential to be as big a breakthrough as Bitcoin and 

Ethereum were. 

It might seem as a big statement to make, but the idea for smart contracts was 

not new at the time of the birth of Ethereum and it would not be unrealistic to 

say that the next big thing in the blockchain space is out there just waiting to be 

developed, but it currently can’t because of a lack of available talent. 

This current paradigm can be greatly improved and we believe that Varnzen will 

be one of the platforms that will help us get there. 

 

 



  

 

Market: 

We can look at the current market in a couple of interesting ways. As of this 

writing, the value of the cryptocurrency market is nearing $200 billion dollars. 

That figure was $100 billion as of a couple of months ago.  

Of course, the exponential growth in this space brings with it a few side effects. 

For one thing, a lot of the projects are still looking for talent that cannot currently 

be found as easily as for traditional projects. 

If you take a look at the job listings for Blockchain & Ethereum positions over at 

Angel.co, you will find that there are nearly 200 startups offering numerous 

positions to people who want to be a part of their companies. That number is 

only going to get bigger with all the up-and-coming blockchain startups on the 

horizon. 

Looking at it from a more traditional perspective, freelancers earned north of 

$715 billion [source] which means that there is a big segment of the market which 

could be served as they accommodate the needs of this new kind of freelancer 

that Varnzen will be focusing on. 

The opportunity to obtain remote work is becoming an increasingly large part of 

the attractiveness of the proposition that freelancing offers and with blockchain 

companies in particular, it seems that they are rather keen on seize the talent no 

matter where they do their work from. 

This being the case, it is quite apparent that the number of people who become 

full-time freelancers will only get larger as time goes on. Varnzen will be at the 

very core of this new freelancing revolution for the blockchain. 

 

http://blog.cloudpeeps.com/freelance-trends-of-2016/


  

 

Opportunity: 

While it would be accurate to say that the numbers that we have just mentioned 

are quite attractive, it is also very important to mention that those numbers can 

and will change over the next few years. 

As far as the size of the market cap for cryptocurrencies is concerned, we 

consider that this number will get bigger before it becomes any smaller. Along 

the way there will be bumps on the road and corrections, but that doesn’t mean 

that the number will go down. 

A few people have predicted that we are currently in a crypto-bubble, a notion 

which we very much disagree with. 

Please do note that this is not a formal prediction, nor should it be considered 

advice of any kind. We are not equipped to make such predictions with any 

degree of accuracy more than the next company, so please take the necessary 

precautions. 

With that said, we think that decentralizing a freelance marketplace with the 

power of the blockchain is inevitable and we want to be at the forefront of this 

very pressing and very important need that is currently not being met. 

Once again, it is necessary to say that this need will only become bigger.  

Regardless of what happens with the price of cryptocurrencies, the number of 

projects that will enter into the blockchain space is almost certain to get 

exponentially bigger as more people find out about the potential that the 

blockchain has and who want to take part in it. 

 

  



  

 

Solution: 

The elevator pitch for Varnzen would be quite simple: a decentralized 

marketplace for project-owners and freelancers exclusive for blockchain-related 

projects. 

With the advent of smart contracts, it is very apparent that the decentralized 

nature of Varnzen will be a big part of why it is a necessary invention. 

Another important thing to mention is that the site will deal exclusively with 

cryptocurrencies, that means that no FIAT currency will exchange hands on our 

platform. 

As of right now, the list of cryptos that we will support looks like this: 

• Bitcoin 

• Bitcoin Cash 

• Ethereum 

• Litecoin 

• Dash 

• Zcash 

• Monero 

As you can tell, we are only supporting the most stablished players in the 

blockchain space, however, this list will evolve and grow as per the needs of both 

the project-owners and the freelancers. 

First of all, it means that there will be less friction for all involved. The project-

owners will have their cryptocurrencies securely in hold whilst the project is being 



  

 

worked on and once delivery is made, the freelancers have the security that they 

will get their cryptocurrency on their wallets. 

In case that there is a disagreement as far as the delivery of the project, the 

quality of the work or the communication, the project will enter into mediation, 

meaning that there will be a look at the facts made by the Varnzen staff until a 

judgement call can be made that will leave both parties as satisfied as possible. 

Another reason why we believe this is such a big opportunity is because, thus far, 

traditional marketplaces haven’t gotten the user experience right. 

In order to create the platform, we will use design thinking, first principles and an 

array of other user-centric practices in order to make the process of placing work 

or getting work using Varnzen as easy and smooth as possible. 

The entire purpose of Varnzen is to provide a way to get things done as efficiently 

and with as high a quality as it could be made, therefore getting out of the way of 

both project-owners and freelancers will be imperative. 

Of course, this is easier said than done, but since the importance of a satisfactory 

user experience is something that we have kept in mind since the first moment, it 

will be a definitive part of Varnzen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

Conclusion: 

The blockchain space is big and only getting bigger. We need a place in which 

freelancers who are enthusiastic about the blockchain as well as project-owners 

can go to get their needs met and where they collaborate. 

The existence of Varnzen as a platform will become an absolute necessity for the 

blockchain space to prosper in as fast a way as it could, considering the fact that 

we’re aiming to be the de-facto destination for everyone who is looking for a 

hand with their blockchain-related projects. 

People need help all along the way, from the moment their projects become 

more than an idea, to the moment they have a working prototype or even a full-

fledged Dapp, therefore Varnzen has potential to be used more than once by 

everyone. 

We have set very realistic and attainable goals for Varnzen, we aim to have 1,000 

projects completed by the end of 2019 and a working Alpha in the first quarter of 

2018, but we do need your help to get there. 

If you would like to see more about us, the status of the platform or contribute to 

Varnzen, please go to our website: 

http://varnzen.com 

It will be our genuine pleasure to serve you, we are passionate about the 

blockchain space and are excited about what we can bring to the table.  

Thank you for reading the Varnzen White Paper, we genuinely appreciate it and if 

you have any questions, suggestions or even a comment that was not addressed, 

feel free to reach out at hello@varnzen.com 

We will be happy to hear from you! 

http://varnzen.com/
mailto:hello@varnzen.com

